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Denote by L a second order strongly elliptic operator in the Euclidian 
p-space RI’, and by P some real polynomial in one variable. First the whole- 
space-problem for the equation P(L)u = f is considered and asymptotic 
conditions are derived which yield an existence and uniqueness theorem. 
Then for the Dirichlet problem in some exterior domain G C lk!r a “Fredholm 
alternative theorem” is proved. 
NOTATIONS AND INTRODUCTION 
Let G C lRp be some exterior domain of W (i.e., a connected open set 
of RP with bounded complement). By F(G) we denote the space of all 
functions u E C,(G) such that all their derivatives approach zero faster 
than any (negative) power of 1 x 1, if 1 x 1 -+ 00; also y(G) denotes the space 
of all UE C,(G) such that all their derivatives grow at most like some 
(positive) power of 1 .rc I, if 1 x 1 + co. Now we define the operator L(x, a): 
L(x, a) +I = &(%,(4 4?,@) + 44 4xh1 (1) 
where 2 := (al ,..., a,) := (a/&, ,..., a/a~~), and the coefficients a,,, and a 
are real valued functions, satisfying aL,,, I- a,, and 
aI, - L 9 a E T(Rp), 8l,n: Kronecker’s symbol. (2) 
L is supposed to be uniformly strongly elliptic. 
P : = P(t) will be a normalized polynomial with complex coefficients of 
degree (i, so that P(f) # 0 if f = 0 or if (L - 6)~ = 0 has a nontrivial 
solution in L&X*) (which will never happen if a < 0). In Section 4 P has to 
have real coefficients. 
r Sum convention: If a roman index appears twice in a product, summation from 1 
to p is implied. 
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We write 
P(5) = fi (cf + hy”, (3) 
0x1 
where Im k, >: 0, k, # 0, k,,” f k,? for p F 7, and consider 
P(L)u =f, f E F(G) (4) 
in some exterior domain G C [wj’. 
Vainberg [8] derives radiation conditions for higher order elliptic equations 
of the form 
Q(z2)u + R(.r, i%)u = f (i - (-I)‘!‘), 
Q being elliptic and f and the coefficients of R being finite. In [9] he also 
treats boundary value problems in exterior domains; however these results 
are not yet satisfactory, since the conditions which his method yields for 
the solvability cannot be translated into the language of partial differential 
equations. 
An essential condition he puts on Q is that its zeros are simple, i.e., that 
grad, Q(5) i 0 if Q(t) = 0. (5) 
The purpose of this paper is to treat higher order equations without condi- 
tion (5). 
In Section 1 we introduce a calculus dealing with the commuting relations 
between L and the differential operator 
A := a$, . (6) 
Applying this operator to a solution u of (d - A)u = 0 (3: the Laplacian, 
X # 0) gives a solution et = clu of (d - X)il = 2hu, i.e., it transforms an 
“eigenvector” of d into a “principal vector” of d. 
The calculus, derived in Section 1, is used in Section 2 to decompose 
a solution II of (4) (which necessarily is in C,(G)) into a sum of solutions 
of Helmholtz equations. This decomposition is shown to be unique in a 
certain sense and can be used to formulate radiation conditions for u. Also 
from the decomposition existence and uniqueness for the whole space 
problem can be deduced (Section 3). 
Given a radiation condition for solutions II of P(L)u = f, one may define 
an “adjoint” condition for solutions rl of the adjoint equation p(L)zl == g. 
Here and henceforth P denotes the conjugated polynomial of P, i.e., 
P(t) = G). It is shown then in Section 3 that for a certain class of radiation 
conditions Green’s formula is valid; i.e., if I( satisfies (4), if ‘~9 satisfies 
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H(L)w = g (g E S(R*)) in RJ’ and if both u and D fulfill adjoint radiation 
conditions (of that certain class), then 
(.I .Ll.G and II * lInl.~ denoting the inner product and the norm in the Sobolev 
space H,(G). 
Green’s formula is an essential tool to prove a “Fredholm alternative 
theorem” for the Exterior Dirichlet problem in Section 4. For this P has 
to have real coefficients. The method to construct a solution was founded 
separately by Vainberg [9] and Phillips [4]. By a method similar to that 
used in [ 111 the orthogonality conditions are derived. 
We should mention papers of Subeika [6], Teschke [7], Witsch [12], 
and Vekua [lo] dealing with similar problems. The first three authors 
treat the case of a second degree polynomial P; Vekua considers polynomials 
of any degree and it was he who first decomposed solutions of polyharmonic 
equations P(d)u = 0. However his results cover neither the Dirichlet 
problem nor inhomogeneous equations. 
1. THE CALCULUS 
Before establishing the calculus announced, we write down some simple 
facts about the spaces 9 and 4. For brevity we shall call a linear partial 
differential operator (which may be of order 0) with coefficients in Y(G) 
or y(G) resp. a Y(G)- or y(G)-operator resp. 
1.1. LEMMA. Let u, v E 4(G) and M be a c5@( G)-operator. Then 
(i) MU E Y(G). 
(ii) MU E Y(G), if II E r(G) or zf M is a F(G)-opmutor. 
(iii) Let u or v vanish in some neighborhood of the boundary aG of G. 
If u OY 21 are in F(G) or if M is a F(G)-operator, then 
(Mu, 40.0 = (UP fif*+l.G . 
Here and in the following M* denotes the formal adjoint of M. 
Let d be that derivation operator in the ring of polynomials which is 
given by 
W)(5) = K?‘(2). (7) 
Note also that the formal adjoint of A is given by 
(1*=-p-/1. 03) 
The calculus is then described by the following lemma. 
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1.2. LEMMA. Let Q denote some complex polynomial of degree K in one 
variable; then for any positive integer TV and v E C,(G): 
(i) Q(L) AW = ~~=, (“,) k[(2d)“-v Q](L)v + Mo(E),ut’. 
(ii) (/1*)u Q(L)v = x:,“=, (:)[(2d)u-” Q](L)(A*)’ v 4 M&EJ,u~,, 
where Mo tE), ~ is a T(G)-operator of order at most 2~ + p - 1 and p 
denotes the conjugated po&nomial of Q. 
Assertion (ii) follows from (i) by constructing the formal adjoints of both 
sides of (i) with Q replaced by Q. Therefore and because of linearity it is 
sufficient to prove (i) for the monomial Q(e) := p. 
We first show 
Lx/h = fiK + (2K) LKD + “& lZ’ (9) 
by induction. If K = 1 (9) f 11 o ows by an easy computation and n/l,., is 
given by 
Icl~,,v = -ii,((Aa,,,) a,,,v) - (fla -+ 2a)z 
which obviously is a F(G)-operator of order at most 2. 
If (9) holds for some K then it holds for K + 1: 
Lc+lAv = L(ALKV + (24 L”V + ICI&) 
= ALK+‘v + 2(K + 1) L K+l v + ME,+I,l . 
Here M6K+1,1 := 1VIfJL” + LAJ&, is a F(G)-operator of order at most 
2~ + 2 by induction and by the fact that the product of a F(G)- and a 
.9(G)-operator always yields a F( G)-operator. 
Assertion (i) for Q(E) = p means: 
This is now easily shown by induction on p. We omit the verification and 
only write down the recursion formula for MCK,,: 
“ffK rr . = (A + 21of+l q,*, + q,~uJ, 
which is easily seen to be a F(G)-operator of order at most 2~ + p - 1. 
2. THE DECOMPOSITION 
Lemma 1.2 yields a decomposition of any solution of (4) into a sum of 
solutions of Helmholtz equations. 
109/543-14 
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2.1. THEOREM. There exist .9(G)-operators N,,, , M~,y and F(G)- 
operators ME:; (p, p = l,..., q; v = 0 ,..., r,, - 1, a = 0 ,..., rr, - 1) with the 
following properties: 
(i) Given any solution II E C,(G) of Eq. (4), the junctions 
zl U,” : = Nu,yu (11) 
solve 
w + kl”) %J,” = &,” 7 
where the g,,, are given b)f 
cl r,-1 
g I1.v : = w!."j + c 1 w3&7 
p=l o=o 
WI 
(13) 
and u can be written as 
(14) 
(ii) If on the other hand junctions u, ,” E C,(G) solve the system (12), 
(13) then the junction u defined by (14) solves Eq. (4), and (11) is valid. 
(iii) 1j lexical& (p, u) 3 (p, v) then M,P$ = 0. 
2.2. DEFINITION. A system (ND,“; Mz,, ; ME;:) of @i(G)-operators will 
be called a decomposition of P(L) if the ,Mi$ are Y(G)-operators and if 
(i) and (ii) of the previous theorem hold. If in addition 2.l(iii) is valid we 
say that the decomposition is solvable. 
The proof of the theorem is by induction on the degree of P. Obviously, 
if the degree of P is 1, i.e., if P(L) = (L + AZ), k # 0, then N,,, = 1; 
Mf,o = 1 and Mi$ = 0 yield a solvable decomposition of P. 
Suppose now that the theorem is proved for all polynomials of degree 
smaller than that of P. We shall construct a decomposition of P to fulfill 
(i) and then show that it also satisfies (ii) and (iii). Write 
P(6) = (5 + 47 Q(1), 
where Q(g) : = (5 + kg2)re+ JJzr’, (5 + kU2)7p has smaller degree than P. Put 
v := U/r) Q(Lh (15) 
where u is a solution of (4) and 
y : = [(2d)‘q-1 Q](-hp”) # 0. 
Then 
and with 
(L + k% = ( Wf (16) 
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\ve get, by 1.2: 
Since(-kq2)isazerooforderr, - 1 3 OofQ(&wegetfor K = 1,...,r4 - 1 
[(2d)‘*-1-K Q](L) = Q),(L)(L -k k,“), (18) 
and for K = 0: 
[(2W-* Q](L) = Q&W + k,2) + Y, (19) 
the 0, being polynomials. Insertion of (18), (19) and (16) into (17) yields 
Q(L)w = J4f - n~f,,,,,, -IV, 
where -4 is given by 
By induction there exists a solvable decomposition (fiU,” ; a:,+ ; fiz$) of 
Q(L). Thus, letting wUZy := RUeyw and g := ilf - ilZo(E),,.,-ler, we get 
Q-l vu-1 rq-2 
w = ,c, ?o 
fiq,, + c A’W,,” , 
z c v=o 
and the w,,, satisfy 
9-I r,-1 r,-2 
CL + k,2) wu.v = -@:$g + c 1 ~3L,, + c e34L, . 
o=l o=o 0=0 
Therefore the system (N,,, ; M,“,, ; M;:J given below by (20) (21), (22) 
satisfies assertion (i): 
N = r&w - U/r) kArq-'QW if (CL, v) + (4, rs - 1) 
I1.” I( 1 ir) Q(L) if (P, v) = (4, y4 - 1) (20) 
nz;., = I 
fi,“.P if (1-44 f (q,r,- 1) 
l/r if (p,~) =(q,y,- 1) (21) 
niy:: if (p,v) i (q,y,- 1) 
nz;*; = 
1 
A 6% 4 f(%Y,- 1) 
-~m%&,,~*-1 if (P,~) i (q,rq- 1) 
A(/%4 ==(q,y4- 1) 
0 if (P, v> = (p, c) = (9, I, - 1). (22) 
The operators Afi$ are easily seen to be F(G)-operators and to satisfy (iii). 
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It remains to show that the system defined above satisfies (ii). Let the 
functions Us,, solve (12), (13) and define 
v : = Uq,r”--l ; w : zzz u - A-v, 
where II is given by (14). I nsertion of (20)-(22) into (12), (13) yields for 
(PYV) # bl,r,- 1) 
By induction w therefore satisfies 
Q(L)w = Af - fi+‘gm,r,-Iv, (23) 
and for (II, v) # (4, y4. - 1) 
U U.” = fiU,“W = N#&“(U - K-lv) (24) 
is valid. We thus get for u: 
P(L)u = P(L)(w + frhl) = (L + k,2)[Af - Mo(r),r,-lv + Q(L) A’~-lv]. 
As in (17) one proves that 
Q(L) AT+7 = p - Af + Jq?(C),T,-lv. 
Hence P(L)u = f and by (23) (I/r) Q(L)u = v. Then by (24) u,,, = iV,.,u, 
which proves the theorem. 
Using (1.1) we easily conclude 
2.3. COROLLARY. If u d=(G) and f E9’-(G), then u,,, E 9=(G) and 
gw E y(G). 
By Protter’s [5] result on unique continuation we get 
2.4. COROLLARY. If a solution u of P(L)u = 0 vanishes in some nonempty 
open subset of G, then u vanishes in the whole of G. 
Now one may impose asymptotic conditions on u by marking a special 
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decomposition (N,,” ; A+” ; ML*:) of P(L) and putting 
tion condition on N,,,u;~~.:., for’ all G’ < G:” 
Sommerfeld’s radia- 
Here 
DNu.,u - isu,ykuNu,vu E L,(G’), if k, E R - (0}, 
Nu,,,u E L:(G’), if k,$ IL!. 
D : = I x 1-l xrur,,,k,,, 
(25) 
(26) 
and s,,,. E(-I, +I]. 
Thus given a decomposition of P(L) one can impose 24 radiation conditions 
on 24 (g:=z*= . L1 i,+n YJ. In what follows we shall show that the asymptotic 
conditions do not depend on the choice of the decomposition. For this 
we formulate a lemma which we shall prove at the end of this section. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let p1 ,..., p, be d#erent nonzero complex numbers and I 
be a positive integer. Let the (1 + I) q functions u,., Ed (u = I,..., q; 
1’ = o,..., I) satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii): 
(4 F - P,) cv E r(G). 
(ii) Zz=, ZIco Avuu,, E F(G). 
Then u,,,. E Y(G) for al2 (p, v). 
From this lemma we may conclude 
2.6. THEOREM. Assume: 
(i) u E .F(G) solves P(L)u = f, where f E F(G). 
(ii) For u = I ,..., q; Y = 0 ,..., r, - 1 the functions II,,, , v,,, E .9(G) 
satisiv (L + k,*) up.” , (L + k,*) vu,, EF(G). 
(iii) u = XL=, Q,’ Avu,,, = I:=, x2,’ rl’r,,,. . 
(iv) For each G’ < G: 
Du,.,. - k,,,k,u,., ELAG’), if k, E R - {O](s,., as in (25) (26)) 
u,., EL,(G’), if Im k, > 0. (27) 
Then (iv) holds if u,., is replaced by vu,,, . 
As a corollary of 2.6 and 2.3 we get: 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let (NU,, ; ME,, ; ML*,J,) and (mu., ; i@z,r ; bE;“y) be two 
decompositions of P(L). If the assumptions (i) and (iv) of Theorem 2.6 hold with 
u~,~ := NU.,u, then the conclusion holds with vp,” = nU,,u. 
P G’ G means that G’ is a subdomain of G with positive distance from 8G. 
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T o prove the theorem it suffices to show u,,, - o,,, E Y(G). Put 
r : = max,,, ,..., Q rU - 1 and w,,, : = u,,, - vrSv for v < r, - 1 and w,,, = 0 
for r,, < v < r. Then the w,., satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2.5. We 
may define now: 
2.8. DEFINITION. A system s := (si,a ,..., si,+ -i , szmO ,..., s~,~+ ,..., s,,, -i) 
of real units sU., E {- 1, + l> will be called a dikriminant of P(L). If s $ a 
discriminant of P(L) we denote by X(S, P, G) the space of all u E y(G) for 
which P(L)u E T(G) and for which (25), (26) is valid with some decom- 
position of P(L). 
Note that Y(G) is contained in .X(s, P, G) for any s and P. Note further 
that X(s, P, G) is independent of s,,, if k, $ R. 
We are now ready to define what is meant by a solution of the Dirichlet 
problem: 
2.9. DEFINITION. Let f E Y(G) and s be a discriminant of P(L). We 
call P a solution of the Dirichlet problem B(s,f, P, G) if u EX(S, P, G), 
P(L)u = f and if r/u E a’,(G) for each # E @JP),s where rj is the degree 
of P(f). 
We now give the proof of Lemma 2.5. In the following we write 
v-w if v - WEY(G). W-9 
Lemma 2.5(i) implies that for all nonnegative integers I 
This together with 2.5(ii) and 1.2(i) yields 
where in the last equality we interchanged the order of summation. 
For p = I,..., q and T = 0 ,..., r put 
W”,, := i (;) 27A+7UU,“. 
“II 
(30) 
3 For an open set Q C [WD, &((n) denotes the space of test functions of 52 [I, 
sec. 01. &(Q) is the closure of C(Q) in H,(R). 
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Then (29) may be written as 
This formula will be evaluated for 1 = O,..., 4~ + r - 1. \\‘rite: 
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U’ := (w,,o ,*.., zL’1.r , zL’2.0 ,..-, W?,, ,...I ZL’p.r Y (t: transposition) 
and define the matrix 
4Pl 9...7 PA 
:= (F(Pl), (W(Pl),..., (d’F)(P,),F(P,)Y., (d’F)(P&, (d’F)(%))> 
where 
F(f) : = (1, 5, p )..., @r+q--l)t, P+)(5) I=: W’(5). 
Then (31) may be written as 
4P 1 ,a.., PJW = g (32) 
with g ET(G) s ... ;: Y(G) ((qr + q)-factors). But the matrix A(p, ,..., p,) 
is invertible; otherwise there would exist a nonzero polynomial of order 
qr + q - 1 which would have zeros of order at least Y + I for 5 =: p,. 
(V = l,..., q); this is a contradiction. Hence (32) implies that all the zu,,,, 
are in Y(G). By (30) one may easily conclude u,,,. E Y(G) for all CL, I’. 
3. THE WHOLE SPACE PROBLEM 
Existence and uniqueness for the problem C@(s,f, P, Wp) may be deduced 
from the following lemma. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let u E C,(G) solve (15. + k2)u = f, where f~.y(G) and 
k E C - (0). Furthermore let u satisfy the asymptotic condition 
Du - iku ELJG’), if kE R - (01 
u EL(G’), if k$R 
for each G’ c: G. (33) 
Then u E y(G), and if k # II& even u E .T( G) is did. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume G = [wp. From Jager’s 
result [2] one gets an estimate 
Il(1 + I .T I)-" uIIO,RD < cll(l + I x l)fliO.P~, 
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c being independent of u and f. Denote by amu some derivative of u of order 
nz, and put m : = max{m, - 2; O}. By an argument similar to that used in 
[12, Lemma 1.31 one gets from [I, Theorem 6.51: 
II(~ + 1 x I)-* anu llO.RP G aif iInl,wy + II I .1~ If llo.wDh (34) 
c’ being independent of u and f. Thus u E 4(rWi’) by Sobolev’s inequality. 
If K $ R then in (34) the weights on both sides of the inequality may be 
omitted, i.e., II E H,(Rp) for each n. Furthermore II may be considered as a 
solution of 
(Ll + k’)u = g, 
where g : = f + (d - L)u is in .Y(W”). 
Let G(x - ~1) denote Green’s function of (A + P) for the whole space. 
Define G,(z) : = x(z) G(z); G&z) : = (1 - x(z)) G(z), where x E e(Kr) 4 is 
such that x = 1 in K,!, . Then u may be written as II = ur + us where 
64 = j’ G,(x - Y) g(y) 4 (j = 1;2). 
W’ 
One easily verifies that for any derivative @ill of U, 
@Q4 = j- G& - yP=xW 4. 
.R” 
Thus for each m > 0: 
(1 + I x IP I a~+)l G I,-,,,, I G(x -r)l (2 + IY I)” I Wy)l dy G ~9 
c being independent of X. Hence pi EY(RP). To show that us EY(W) 
note that G,(z) EY(W) if k $58. Letting G(z) := (PGa)(z) we get 
(1 + I x I)” I @64l = j J;I-ll,>I,2 G”b - YW + I x I)“dy) dy / 
1 + I 2 I)“1 IGWI I& - 41 dz 
I G”(x - r)l I Y Im Ig(y)l dy/ 
c and c’ not depending on x. Hence ua E Y(WP). 
To solve 9(s, f, P, IW) for f E .T(llP), c h oose a solvable decomposition 
0Vu.v ; M,o,, ; ML:;) of P(L) and solve the system (12), (13) under the 
asymptotic conditions (25), (26), which is equivalent to the given problem. 
4 KR is the open ball with center 0 and radius R. 
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But this system is uniquely solvable: By 2.l(iii) it is a triangular system, 
which may be solved from behind. The last equation ((CL, V) = (4, Y* - 1)) 
is given by 
the right side being in Y(lRp). This equation is uniquely solvable by [2], 
if k E R - {0}, and because -KQ2 is not in the spectrum of L, if Im k, :- 0. 
The second equation from behind is given by 
or 
CL + G-1) %I-lJ,_, = %.rp-,f + qlyj;-%,,q-l (if Y p = I), 
the right side being in r(RP) by the previous lemma. Hence this equation 
is also uniquely solvable. We may proceed by induction and get: 
3.2. THEOREM. Given f E I and the discriminant s, there exists 
exactly one solution u of 9(s, f, P, WP). Furthermore there exist positive integers 
m and n so that in each bounded subdomuin B C Iwp u can be estimated as follows: 
c being independent of u and f. 
The estimate is an easy consequence of (34). 
In the remainder of this section we shall derive Green’s formula for a 
class of solutions of 9(s, f, P, [WP). For this we will assume that the dis- 
criminant s satisfies the following condition: 
S U.” == Ld for each TV = I,..., q, (I’, K) = o,..., Yu - 1; (35) 
i.e., all “components” of u satisfying Helmholtz-equations with the same 
K,, have to fulfill the same radiation condition. Then we may prove: 
3.3. THEOREM. If the discriminant s satisfies (35) and if u E X(s, P, RI’) 
and v E .X(-s, p, [WP), then 
Note that the L,-product of a y(iRP)- and a .y(Rp)-function makes sense. 
To prove this theorem we need a lemma. 
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3.4. LEMMA. suppose K E R! - (0) and 24, 2’ E zqwp, satisfr 
(i) (L + k2)zr E F(RP), (L + R2)v E F(W”). 
(ii) Du - iku EL,(IR~), Dv + i/w ELM. 
Then for all positive integers n and all nonnegative integers V, D < n: 
((L + k”)” A’U, IIW)O,w’ = (ku, (L + k2)” A?I)O,Ro 
(Note that by 1.2 (L + K”)” ku E F(W) if n > v). The proof is by induction 
on n. If n = 1 only Y = (J = 0 is possible. Then 
where #R(~) : = #(I x I/R) and # E C,[O, CO), 4 1 [0, l] = 1, 4 1 [2, 00) = 0 
and 0 < I/ < 1 in (1,2). Denote #R’(~) := #‘(I x I/R) and Z(R) := 
K2R - KR . Then integration by parts yields: 
The last expression tends to zero by (34) and the radiation condition; i.e., 
the lemma is proved in the case n = 1. 
Suppose now the lemma is proved for all 7i < n. To prove it for n we 
may assume Y < 0 without loss of generality. By l.l(iii) 
I : = ((L + IS)” flw, A”z& = (n*(L + P) ku, A”-‘z& . 
Letting M := M(B+ks)n,l we get by 1.2: 
A*(L + k2)” ku = (L + l~~)n-~[(L + k2) A*/194 + 2nLku] + M*ku. 
We shall show that for 
w : = (L + k2)A*ku + 2nLAVu = [-(L + k2)k+l - p(L + P)k +2nLk]u 
(36) is valid: 
n-2 
w - z. c,A% (36) 
c, denoting some constants. 
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Once shown this we get by induction and by 1. l(iii): 
z = ((L + ky-1 w, A-%I), + (M*A”u, .k%~), 
= (w, (L + ky1 A”-‘zl)o + (A%, fw4~-‘z’), 
= ([(L + k”) A* + 2nL-J A%, (L + kyn-1 A”-%~)o + (A%, M.4~-‘@), . 
Since (L + F)+-l .&-%J E F(R”), the operator (L + k2) A* + 2nL may be 
carried over to the right side of the first inner product. Thus 
z = (A%, [A(L + k2)” + 2nL(L + ky’] A+& + (A%, ntA~-lzq” 
= (A%, (L -+ k”)” A%), ) 
the last equation following from 1.2. 
Therefore it remains to show (36). By assumption (i) Lu N -k2u, and 
we get from 1.2: 
- (L + k”) (1Yflu N 2(Y + 1) k’L/1uu + “? (” ; ‘1 (lupfl-uk2U 
CL=0 
- p(L + k’) nw 
2nLfh - -22nk”AW - 2n “2 (“) 2”-+Ac1K%. 
u=o lJ 
Summing these three relations yields 
v-1 
w - 2(V + 1 - n) ksku + c C&l%, 
Lt=O 
which proves (36). 
Now Theorem 3.3 can be proved: If no k, is real the assertion of the 
theorem follows from l.l(iii) and 3.1. Therefore we may assume that at 
least one of the k, , say k, , is real. 
The proof now is by induction on the degree of P. If the degree of P 
is 1, i.e., if P(t) = (5 + kg2) the assertion follows by 3.4. Suppose the 
theorem is proved for polynomials of degree less than Q = deg P. Put 
q-1 
Then 
W) := n (5 + k,i?? Q(f) := Z?([)(( + kq2)“,-l. 
IL=1 
P(5) = W)(5 + k,2P = Q(O(5 + kg?, 
and since k, is real, 
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Now let us decompose v into 
v = vo + Ar+ll , 
where zrr = l/7 Q(L)o (cf. proof of 2.1, esp. (20)). Then a, and =zl satisfy: 
where s’ is that discriminant of Q which is constructed from s by removing 
sal-,-l . Now 
Suppose we had proved (38) and (39): 
(L + ka2)u E X(s’, Q, [We) (38) 
I.,-1 
R(L)u - z A’u, (39) 
S=O 
where (L + kq2) u, - 0 and Du, - z’s,&,+ EL,(W). Then in (37) one 
might carry Q(L) and (L + K,,“)‘Q resp. over to the right sides of the inner 
products by induction and 3.4 resp. This would yield 
(qL)u, v)o = ((L + kJ%, Q(L) vo)o -t (R(L)u, (L + %‘)” ArQ-*v& 
= (u, P(L)40 2 
the second equality following from I.l(iii). To prove (38) we decompose u 
by Theorem 2.1: 
n r,-1 
u = C 1 A"uu.v , up." = Nu.vu. (9 
LA=1 v=o 
Hence 
* r,-1 
(L + k,2)U = c c (L +&I? A”ua.“. 
r=l v=o 
But any term in this sum satisfies 
(L + h2) ~“%.” - A”@,2 - k”2) II”,” - F Au (J 2Y-~k,&%u,,, . 
0=0 
By condition (35) and 2.6 the right side is in X(s’, Q, W). 
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To prove (39) we split (40) into 
Applying R(L) to the first term yields an element of Y-(08@). By I .2 and by 
Lu,,, % -k,zu,,v we thus get 
Ty-1 
R(L)u m z. R(L) fl”%.” 
i.e., (39) is valid. 
4. THE EXTERIOR DIRKHLET PRosLERr 
We are now able to treat the problem C@(s,f, P, G) for any exterior 
domain G. All over this section the discriminant s shall satisfy (35) and 
the right side f shall fulfill 
f =!I G, where f~ Y(lRfl). (41) 
The space of all f satisfying (41) will be called FJG). Furthermore P is 
assumed to have real coefficients. For convenience we define 
4.1. DEFINITION. By the homogeneous adjoint problem g*(s, P, G) of 
S?(s,f, P, G) we mean the problem 9(-s, 0, P, G). By TY (J/1’;,* resp.) we 
denote the space of all solutions of C@(s, 0, P, G) (9*(s, P, G) resp.). 
Thus 
.A(* = Jy-, ; 4 -JrT-. (42) 
Our aim is to prove the “Fredholm-theorem”: 
4.2. THEOREM. Let the discriminant s satisf?l (35). Then the following 
two assertions hold: 
(i) dim J: = dim Jv;* < co. 
(ii) For f E FO(G) the problem C@(s,f, P, G) is solvable if and only if 
(f, z~)~,~ = 0 for all ‘u E Jv;.*. 
The proof is given by a series of lemmas. The first of them may easily 
be obtained from Theorem 3.3 and we omit its proof: 
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4.3. LEMMA. If there exists a solution of SS(s, f, P, G) then (f, u&G = 0 
for all zy E .A i*. 
The construction of a solution is based on a method of Vainberg [9] 
and Phillips [4]. Leis shows in [3] that the eigenvalues of a self-adjoint 
interior Dirichlet problem depend strictly monotonously on the domain.5 
This result yields the existence of a positive number R with aGC KR so 
that in neither G, := G n KR nor in KR does the homogeneous Dirichlet 
problem for P(L) have any nontrivial solution. We start with some 
g E ~W) (43) 
and construct the uniquely determined solution 
w of 9(s, 5, P, R”). 
Choose # E c(KJ so that + = 1 in a neighborhood of aG. Define 
h:=#wIGR 
PI 
(45) 
and consider it as an element of H,(G,). Denote by D the solution of the 
Dirichlet problem in GR , given by: 
v + h E f&G); P(L)0 = 0. (46) 
This solution exists and is uniquely determined. Furthermore #v can be 
continued by 0 into H,(G). Then 
u:=t,hv+w~G (47) 
is a solution of 
If we write 
then the equation 
-% WN,W + g, P, G). (48) 
Kg : = f’(UW, (49) 
g+Kg=f (50) 
is to be discussed in a suitable space. 
Denote by n and m the integers of Theorem 3.2. Then we define 
6 In fact, Leis only treats the second order case. The proofs, however, are exactly 
the same for higher order problems, provided the unique continuation principle is 
valid. 
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4.4. DEFINITION. His the space of allg E H,J[WP) satisfying (1 t- i s I”)“g E 
H,,,((Wn), equipped with the inner product 
(g, &If : = ((1 i I x 12P g, &,,,alz . 
The space H is a Hilbert space containing .F(rWl’) as a dense subspace. 
4.5. LEMMA. K throws S(Rq into itself and can be extended as a compact 
linear mapping I? of H into itself. The range of k’ is in T(R”). 
Proof. If .F(IJ!~) is equipped with the topology of H, by Theorem 3.2 
the change from (43) via (44) to (45) can be considered as a continuous 
linear mapping from F([wP) into H&G,) and hence can be extended to 
the whole of H by continuity. The change from (45) to (46) is continuous 
as a mapping T of H,(G,) into itself and even into H,(Q) for any integer I 
and any -Q E G, 6 by [I, Theorem 6.51. Hence each z), contained in the range 
of T, is in C&G,) and solves P(L)v = 0. But then supp[P(L)(#a)] C G, 
and h -+ P(L)(+) can be considered as a continuous linear mapping of 
H&G,) into c(GJ, where c(GJ is equipped with the topology of Hr,,+l(GR). 
But the canonical embedding of e(G,), equipped with the li,,,,(G,)- 
topology, into H is compact by Rellich’s compactness theorem. Hence the 
lemma is proved. 
LVe now discuss 
in the space H. If p is in F(oBJ’) and g solves (51), then by the previous 
lemma, g E .Y(iR9 and the following lemma holds. 
4.6. LEMMA. If for ~EF(R”) g is a solution of (51), then the function u 
constructed in (43)-(47) solves P(s, f, P, G), where f = j 1 G. 
The Riesz-Schauder theory for compact operators yields 
4.7. LEMMA. 
(i) dim N(M + R) = dim N(ld + K*) < CG, where Id denotes the 
identitv and l?* the adjoint of I? in H, and N(...) is the kernel of some operator 
in H. 
(ii) Q(s, f, P, G) is solwbleforf E &(G), iff has a ContinuationfE F((w”) 
which is perpendicular to N(Id + Z?*) in H. 
We proceed by a method similar to that used in [ 121: 
6 For two sets R’, 0 C &!p, R’ C l2 means that 0’ C D and $2’ is bounded. 
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4.8. LEMMA. dim A: = dim J ,* = dim N(ld + I?). 
Prooj: We first show 
dim A’: >- dim N(ld + k). (5-3 
For this we define a linear mapping 
r: N(Id + R) -+ MS (53) 
by throwing g E N(Id + 2) on that solution II E .A$ , which is given by 
Lemma 4.6, and show that r is injective. 
Suppose u : = rg = 0 where g E N(ld + R). Using the notations of 
(43)-(45) this means that 
Therefore the function 
i,fm 1 G = -w 1 G. (54) 
I W in i?V-- G fij = -v in GR 
is in C,(K,) n &K,). Since supp g = supp kg C GR , ti solves P(L)ti = 0 
in KR and hence vanishes. But then g = -&?g = ---P(L)(@) = 0 which 
means that r is injective and proves (52). 
We now show 
dim N(ld + Z?*) > dim Jr/-,* 
by proving that the linear mapping 
f : .A(* + N(Id + Ii?*) 
is injective. Here 4 E C(G), 4 > 0, supp 4 i o and 17 is the orthogonal 
projection of H on N(ld + R*); note that v can be considered as an element 
of Y( UP). 
Suppose I% = 0 for some v E .,K*, i.e., +v E N(ld + fi*)l. Thus by 
Lemma 4.7, .9(s, $v, P, G) is solvable. But then Lemma 4.3 yields 
($6, ef),,o = 0 which means that a vanishes in the support of 4. The unique 
continuation principle (Corollary 2.4) then yields v = 0 which proves the 
injectivity of f and hence (55). 
Equations (52) and (55) and 4.7(i) imply 
dim JV, > dim N(ld + K) 3 dim MS*. (57) 
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Using (57) for --s instead of s we get by (42): 
dim&‘;* > dim-l,. 
Therefore equality is always valid in (57). A further consequence of the 
last proof is that the mapping f defined in (56) is bijective. 
For the definitive proof of Theorem 4.2 we have to show that g(s,f, P, G) 
is solvable if 
(f, 9”s = 0 (58) 
is true for all z’ E A’,*. Suppose (58) holds and denote b\- f~ .Y(IR”) some 
continuation of f. Since f is bijective, there exists some u! E J13* so that 
flf = fk = I7(+). Thus by 4.7(ii) 9(~,f - +w, P, G) is solvable. By 4.3 
and (58) we get 
0 =: (f - &u, ZU)“~(; = -($w, zu)o& . 
Hence zo vanishes in supp$ and even in the whole of G by 2.4, i.e., 
Q(s,f, P, G) is solvable. 
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